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1

Description

The Advanced Asteroid System (in short: AAS) is a generation and spawning system for asteroid
fields. You can use the AAS for Environments or as an active part of your game. It can
dynamically swap chunks of Instanced Static Meshes with Actors (Not in Lite).
The generation and spawning of Asteroids is highly performant and can be customized. Tested
with over 1.000.000 asteroids (low-poly) per system.
100% Made in Blueprints.

1.1 Features and Details
The AAS has a lot of features to customize the asteroid generation, performance, Chunk
Spawning and more.

1.1.1 System
● Can spawn and swap Instanced Static Meshes and Actors at runtime (Not in Lite)
● Asynchronous generation and spawning
○ Includes a custom “For Loop” macro called “AAS Task Loop” that can iterate over
multiple frames.
○ Customizable settings for each system instance
● Runtime Rotation with customizable Pivot Offset
● Multiple System Shapes
○ Belt System
○ Spline System (Not in Lite)
○ Sphere System
○ Cylinder System
○ Cube System
● Base Blueprint that allows you to make your own custom System Shapes
● Indicators for system preview
● 100% Made in Blueprints

1.1.2 Generation
● Seed based generation
● Reusable DataTable for default asteroid options
● Multiple Asteroid types per system
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●
●
●
●

Randomized rotation and scaling with multiple parameters
Asteroid shrinking options for Border and Range
Use Curves for Spawn Probability and Scale Multiplication
Sinus based Noise generation for added variation (Not in Lite)

1.1.3 Spawning  (Not in Lite)
●
●
●
●

Powerful Chunk System for swapping Actors and Instanced Meshes in runtime
Chunk System supports multiple Follow Actors
Chunk System supports system rotation
Follower Component to add Chunk Spawning ability to your Actors

1.1.4 Miscellaneous
● Detailed Demo Maps that display system shapes and functions
● Multiple Event Dispatchers have been already setup
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2 Getting started
This section explains how you can add and use an AAS Belt System. Everything you learn here,
can be used on the other shape systems as well.
The Lite Version of the AAS contains less features! They will be marked with “(Not in Lite)”
inside this Documentation.
Pro Tip: Press T in the Editor to deactivate selection on transparent objects.
This is useful since the Rings of the Belt System are very large, but transparent. They may get in
the way of your level editing sometimes, since you will always select the AAS instead of your
wanted selection.

2.1 Setup
2.1.1 Create a new system instance
First, go into the Blueprints Folder of the AASv2.
Content > AASv2 > Blueprints

In here you can find all the System Shape Blueprints, as well as a test follower and a default
Asteroid DataTable.
Drag and Drop the BP_AAS_BeltSystem into your Map now.

You should see the Indicator Rings of the Asteroid belt now.
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2.1.2 Adding an Asteroid Option
Select your newly created AAS Instance. Go into the Details panel under Generator > Asteroid
Options and add a new entry to the array.

Let’s explain all the values you get for each Asteroid Option:
● Asteroid Data
○ DataTable Row Reference
○ This option will tell your Asteroid Option what data to use. The Row you add will
contain all the default settings for your asteroid, including what Mesh and Actor to
use.
● Amount
○ Integer
○ The amount of Asteroids this option will try to spawn. The spawned amount can
be lower if other settings don’t allow spawning with certain configurations.
● Randomization
○ Custom Struct with randomization data
○ Gets applied to every single Asteroid Instance
○ Contains Rotation, Scaling and Uniform Scaling
● Spawn Chance
○ Custom Struct with Curve
○ It can allow asteroids to spawn only in certain areas of your shape.
○ Can not be used in the Cube System.
● Scale Multiplier
○ Custom Struct with Curve
○ This changes Scaling in certain areas of your shape.
○ Can not be used in the Cube System.

For this example we only use Asteroid Data and Amount.
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Let’s use the demo DataTable that can be found in the Demo folder, since it already has some
asteroids setup for use. We choose the DT_AAS_Demo as the Data Table and Row Name
Asteroid001. For the Amount we want to spawn 100 asteroids.

All you need to do is press Play or Simulate.
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2.2 Changing Shape Settings
Each Shape System gives you its own additional settings. You can find them in the Details Panel
under Generator > SHAPE_NAME. With the Belt System you will see all the options under
Generator > Belt.

Quick overview of the variables:
● Radius
○ Vector2D
○ Describes the size of the orbit. Oval Shapes can also be made with this.
● Width
○ Float
○ Describes the Width of the Belt System. You can make them wider or thinner with
this.
● Height
○ Float
○ Describes the Height of the Belt System. Allows you to make it higher or smaller.
● Orbit Range
○ Float 0 to 360
○ If you only need a certain part of the belt or a wedge of a circle, you can use this to
limit the Spawning angles. The Indicator Circles show you where it ends and
starts. Orange is the middle.
● Center Angle
○ Float -180 to 180
○ The Center Angle at which the Orbit Range starts. Orange Indicator Circle is the
middle.
● Shrinking
○ Additional Shrinking options that are unique to the shape system. Examples can
be found in the demo maps.
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For the next example we use different settings for a flat oval ring with a wedge.
Settings:

Result:

You can see how a part of the right area is missing. This is what the Orbit Range has done. We
simply cut out 90 degree of the complete 360 ring of the belt system.
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2.3 Adding more variety to generation

There are multiple ways of adding variation to the asteroid generation. You can always add new
asteroid options to your system and expand the amount of different asteroids. But you can also
add variation through different settings like Shape Shrinking, Noise and Curves.
Try to be creative!
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2.3.1 Noise  (Not in Lite)
Every System has the Generation Option for Noise. It is using a Sine Value for this.
Noise is currently an experimental feature.

For V1 Users: The new Noise is not comparable with the old noise generation. This one has
higher performance and allows for more artistic control.
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2.3.2 Shape Shrinking
Some Shapes give you the ability to shrink parts of the asteroid system globally. The options for
these can usually be found under Generator > SHAPE_NAME > Shrinking.

Most options include Border Shrinking and Range Shrinking.
● Border
○ Shrinking along the border/edge of a shape
● Range
○ Shrinking along the path of a shape.
■ Belt System uses Orbit Range
■ Spline System uses Start and End
■ Sphere System goes from Center to Outer
■ Cylinder System uses Bottom to Top
The Threshold option gives you control about the density of the Shrinking.
● Lower Threshold = Less Shrinking
● Higher Threshold = More Shrinking
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2.3.3 Spawn Chance and Scale Multiplier
Every Asteroid Option gives you the options for a Spawn Chance Curve and a Scale Multiplier
Curve. They give you some additional artistic control on some of the shapes. These Shapes
include Belt, Sphere, Cylinder and Spline. Cube is currently not supported.

The Scale Multiplier simply scales all the asteroids with a Curve Object, while the Spawn Chance
can decrease the Chance of generating an asteroid in certain areas.
Both options use the same settings and are pretty straightforward.

● Strength
○ Float 0 to 1
○ The Strength of the setting.
○ 0 = disabled
○ 1 = full strength
● Randomness
○ Float 0 to 1
○ Additional Randomness to the setting.
○ 0 = disabled
○ 1 = full randomness applied
● Curve
○ Curve Object
○ This is being used by the Strength and the values are chosen by the current Shape
System.
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2.4 System Settings
Every System has the same options in the System category. This means that every system can
use different settings for performance, rotation, chunks and more. The Chunk System Settings
are described in section 2.5 .

2.4.1 Main
This section describes the first 3 variables that are given to you be a system instance.

● Start on Begin Play
○ If enabled, the system will automatically start on play. Deactivate it when you
don’t need a system to spawn asteroids.
● System ID
○ An Identifier Name to use for various reasons. By default it will get a random
unique ID generated, but you can use any name you like.
● Visible While Generating
○ Enabling this allows you to view the spawning of asteroid instances. This may
impact performance on larger systems.

2.4.2 Instanced Mesh
These options copy some of the settings that the HISMC (Hierarchical Instanced Static Mesh
Component) offers.

For more information, please visit the official Unreal Engine Documentation.
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2.4.3 Performance
These settings are one of the most important parts about the AASv2. They allow you to
asynchronously generate and spawn Asteroids. This makes it possible to generate huge
amounts of asteroids without impacting the performance too much.

We have Generation and Spawn Settings. What they do is very similar, but the amount of CPU
Power they need is different.
Both have these options:
● Iterations Per Tick
○ How many Iterations the action can do in a single Tick.
● Iteration Delay
○ Delay in Frames between Iteration Ticks.
○ Can help to lower the CPU impact before continuing iterations.
But the work they do is different:
● Generation
○ Primarily for the generation of asteroid data.
○ The Iterations Per Tick can be higher than for Spawn.
● Spawn
○ Primarily for the spawning of Instanced Static Meshes.
○ This may impact GPU Performance as well, since it draws new asteroids on to the
screen.
○ The Iterations per Tick usually need to be lower for this.
You can view the Spawn Iterations in real-time when you enable “Visible While Generating”. Try
to put the Iterations Per Tick down to 1 for this and look what happens.
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2.4.4Debug
There are several debug settings, which are enabled by default on every system. They can help
you during development, but should be deactivated before shipping a product.

● Show Debug Indicators in Game
○ This option shows the shapes of the AAS systems during runtime.
● Enable Debug Prints
○ Prints some values about the status of the system on to the screen.
● Enable Debug Draws
○ Draws multiple shapes during runtime to visualize multiple tasks like Generation
and Chunk Spawning.

2.4.5 Rotation
It is possible to let every system rotate during runtime as well. This works in all directions and
can even be offset with a Rotation Pivot offset.

For more Information, please visit the official Unreal Engine Documentation about the Rotating
Movement Component.
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2.5 Chunk System  (Not in Lite)
This section of the documentation describes everything you need to know about the Chunk
System.
The Chunk System can swap Instanced Static Meshes (high performance) with Actors (low
performance) in runtime. Like the name already describes it, this happens in Chunks so that only
a small amount of actors will be spawned at all times and only in areas which are relevant
(example: where the player pawn is).
The Chunks will spawn around Actors, which are prepared for use with the Follower
Component. When there are no Follower Components, the Chunks can not swap since they do
not know for what locations they should check for. You can use multiple Follower Actors at the
same time. For the purpose of testing you can use the already created BP_AAS_TestFollower.

The Chunk System also allows for runtime system rotation and can update on its own during
movement/rotation.

2.5.1 Follower Component  (Not in Lite)
In order to make an Actor compatible with the Chunk System, you will have to add a
Component and am Interface to the Actor which should be used for Chunk Swapping.
First, open up your Actor Blueprint and go the the Class Settings. Add the BPI_AAS_Follower to
the Implemented Interfaces of your Blueprint.
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Second, add the BPC_AAS_Follower Component to your Actor.

The Follower Component has 2 Variables which you can edit. These will impact performance in a
positive way.

Performance Settings of the Follower Component:
● Update Time
○ Float
○ The Update Time describes the delay between Update Checks in Seconds. It uses
a Timer for this.
○ Each Update will try to call every single Asteroid System that has the Chunk
System enabled.
○ Please use high values if possible, since low values will call the Chunk Updates
very often. 0,2 Seconds is a good starting point.
● Update Distance
○ Float
○ The Distance the Actor has to travel in World Space Units (100 units(cm) = 1m)
before allowing Chunk Updates to happen for it.
○ Please try to use higher values for this, but it should always be less than half of the
size of your smallest Chunks.
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2.5.2 Enabling the Chunk System  (Not in Lite)
To enable the Chunk System, you simple have to set the Enable Chunk System checkbox to
true. This can be found in the Details Panel under System > Chunk System > Enable Chunk
System.

You can try to add the Test Follower into your scene and Play/Simulate the Level. With all the
Debug Features enabled (they are enabled by default) you should see the Chunks Drawing onto
the screen.

In this case, the Actors are colored Purple, while the Instanced Meshes are colored Grey.
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2.5.3 Settings of the Chunk System  (Not in Lite)
Now let’s get more into the different settings the Chunk System gives you.
● Enable Chunk System
○ Bool
○ Enables the Chunk System.
● Chunk Size
○ Vector
○ The Chunk Size describes the Size of every Chunk in World Space Units (1000 cm =
10 m). If your Asteroids are distributed with greater distance, you can easily
increase the Chunk Size.
○ The Chunk Size can impact performance and memory usage.
■ Large Chunks can lower memory usage, since less Chunks need to be
stored. But they can impact performance negatively, since more Actors
can be spawned within the chunk.
■ Small Chunks can impact performance positively, since l ess Actors can
be spawned. But they can increase memory usage since more Chunks
need to be stored.
● Chunk Spawn Distance
○ Integer
○ Maximum Amount of Chunks to spawn around a single Follower.
■ 0 = 1 Chunk
■ 1 = 3x3x3 = 27 Chunks
■ 2 = 5x5x5 = 125 Chunks
and so on…
○ The higher the Spawn Distance is, the more Chunks need to spawned and
swapped out. This can impact performance and memory usage.
● Chunk Updates Per Tick
○ Integer
○ Similar to the System Performance Settings for Iterations Per Tick, but this time
for spawning Chunks. Higher Number means more Chunks per Tick. This can
impact the overall performance.
● Enable System Updates
○ Bool
○ This option can be used if the system should check on its own for Follower
Updates. Useful when the system is moving or rotating.
● System Update Time
○ Float
○ The Time in Seconds between System Updates. Uses a Timer for this. Similar to
the Follower Component Update, this can impact performance on low values.
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3 Additional Information
3.1 File Structure
The File Structure of the AAS is easy to understand.
● | AASv2
○ | Blueprints
■ | - Core
● Contains the most important parts of the AAS. Also includes the
BP_AAS_V2Base Blueprint.
■ | - Curves
● Contains a collection of different curves that can be used with the
asteroid generation.
■ | - Structs
● Contains all the structs that are used by the AAS Blueprints.
○ | Demo
■ | - Actors
■ | - Maps
■ | - Materials
■ | - Meshes
■ The demo folder contains examples of actors, meshes, maps and an AAS
DataTable. You can simply delete the “Demo” Folder if you don’t need the
contents of it.
○ | Materials
■ Contains all the used materials for the Indicator Previews.
○ | Meshes
■ Currently only contains the AAS Plane Mesh.
■ Placeholder folder for future Meshes
○ | Texture
■ Currently only contains the AASv2 Logo which is used in the Blueprints.
■ Placeholder folder for future Textures
○ | Legacy
■ (Not in Lite)
■ This folder contains older Versions of the AAS. You can delete the Legacy
Folder if you don’t need it.
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3.2 Asteroid Data Table
The Asteroid Data Table describes all the default options for an asteroid, including the Static
Mesh and Actor to use. If you want to make a new Data Table for your asteroids, copy the
DT_AAS_AsteroidDataTable from the AASv2 > Blueprints Folder or create a new DataTable
from the Struct_AAS_AsteroidDefaults.

In this Data Table you can define any amount of asteroids you want to have.

And these are the Values you get for each row:

● Actor and Static Mesh are self explanatory.
● Scale Min defines the Minimum Scaling. Everything below that value will not generate an
asteroid.
● Additional Instanced Transform can be used if your Actor looks different compared to
the Static Mesh Instance.
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3.3 Creating a new Shape System
To create a new Shape System you simply have to Create a Child Blueprint from the
BP_AAS_V2Base.
There are 2 Functions you have to override.

● Update Indicators
○ Use this function to update shape indicators which you use for your system. Make
sure to put all your meshes and objects for Debug in the “DebugScene”
Component.
● Generate Asteroid Data
○ This should contain the logic to generate a new Asteroid. To apply default
randomization values to the Asteroid, use the “Make Randomized Asteroid
Transform” Function.
○ You have access to 2 Random Streams
■ Generation Stream
● Should be used for generating data, not for additional
randomization.
■ Randomness Stream
● Should be used for any additional randomization.
○ Generation Valid tells the System if this Asteroid is valid and should be spawned.

Take a look at the other Shape Systems to learn how those shapes were done.
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3.4 Event Dispatchers
The AAS has already Event Dispatchers setup, which you can use in Level Blueprints or any other
Blueprint. Use the “OnFinishedSpawn” Dispatcher to tell your game that the AAS Instance has
finished the initial Generation and Spawned all needed Instanced Meshes.

3.5 Letter from the Creator
Thanks for purchasing (or being interested in) the Advanced Asteroid System!
I hope this asset will help you out in your Projects. It has been a long time since the first Version
of the AAS has been released and V2 should have been released sooner, but as everyone should
know by now, there is a lot happening in 2020.
In comparison to V1, the second version is better in every aspect and a complete overhaul and
rewrite of the original. V1 has used Event Tick before and a very weird, non-future proof way of
handling async generation. Now in V2 we have a custom AAS Task Loop which basically is a for
loop that includes delays. Another thing which is now in V2, is that everything uses relative
positions instead of world positions. This enables more flexibility and allows the system to move
around a lot more.
Now that V2 is finally out, have fun with it!

Sincerely,
Divivor | Dennis Kastel
Making Games and other Stuff.
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